The Smiths - "Meat is murder"
Heifer whines could be human cries
Closer comes the screaming knife
This beautiful creature must die
This beautiful creature must die
A death for no reason
And death for no reason is murder
And the flesh you so fancifully fry
Is not succulent, tasty or kind
It's death for no reason
And death for no reason is murder
And the calf that you carve with a smile
It is murder
And the turkey you festively slice
It is murder
Do you know how animals die?
Kitchen aromas aren't very homely
It's not comforting, cheery or kind
It's sizzling blood and the unholy stench of murder
It's not natural, normal or kind
The flesh you so fancifully fry
The meat in your mouth
As you savour the flavour of murder
No, no, no, it's murder
No, no, no, it's murder
And who hears when animals cry?

Dead Prez – "Be Healthy"
It's all love . . .
I don't eat no meat, no dairy, no sweets
only ripe vegetables, fresh fruit and whole wheat
I'm from the old school, my household smell like soul food, bro
curried falafel, barbecued tofu
no fish though, no candy bars, no cigarettes
only ganja and fresh-squeezed juice from oranges
exercising daily to stay healthy
and I rarely drink water out the tap, cause it's filthy
Lentil soup is mental fruit
and ginger root is good for the yout'
Fresh veg-e-table with the mayatl stew
sweet yam fries with the green calalloo
careful how you season and prepare your foods
cause you don't want to lose vitamins and miner-ules
and that's the jewel
life brings life, it's valuable, so I eat what comes
from the ground, it's natural
let your food be your medicine (uh huh)
no Excederin (uh uh)
strictly herb, generate in the sun, cause I got melanin
and drink water, eight glasses a day
cause that's what they say
They say you are what you eat, so I strive to be healthy
my goal in life is not to be rich or wealthy
cause true wealth comes from good health, and wise ways
we got to start taking better care of ourselves
They say you are what you eat, so I strive to be healthy
my goal in life is not to be rich or wealthy
cause true wealth comes from good health, and wise ways
we got to start taking better care of ourselves, be
healthy y'all . . .
Yeah, yeah, yeah, hold the fuck up, yo
we'll take this little intermission, listen what the
fuck we gotta say, why'know?
Word is bond son, niggaz been livin fat for too long, knowamsayin?
Smokin bogeys, fuckin drinkin all types of shit
wailin out, not givin a fuck what they puttin in they
bodies, son, knowamsayin?
Bout time niggaz start thinkin about that shit, son, knowamsayin?
That shit is fuckin, makin us deteriorate, son
word up, we gotta care bout our little babies an shit, son
niggaz got kids to raise, straight up
ya gotta start learnin yo self, learning bout ya health, son
learnin this world we live in, kid, knowamsayin?
It's time to start changin all that shit god, word up
so I'm gonna leave y'all niggaz on some shit like that, ya knowamean?
Word up, y'all niggaz better start usin y'all minds an
shit, kid
Peace

Erasure & Lene Lovich - "Rage"
Let's face the music - I think that it's time.
What's the use, when the future looks so unkind.
Life and death - the choice we make.
Revolution - the line in my mind takes.
Win or lose, hey! what do you say.
Got to change, change, change, change.
Check it out and see - there could be a better lifestyle.
My hopes are big as the sky,
My dreams are wider than wide.
One day we'll be absolutely crueltyfree!
Rage!
March on! unleash the spirit,
Rise above all fear, into the light.
It's a world affair - don't waste a minute,
Let the heart decide, it's time to care.
What is this sad fascination,
To rip off another's skin.
Shame! shame! shame!
Fancy people in furcoat - what a pitiful sight.
Leather is dead - it's not so nice.
Rage!
March on! unleash the spirit,
Rise above all fear, into the light.
It's a world affair - don't waste a minute,
Let the heart decide, it's time to care.
Stop! think! before you chew.
Don't eat a creature, that won't eat you.
Food for everyone,
Let's all eat - it's so much fun.
Let that chicken be! a cow is not a factory!
Fast food slaughter - a criminal waste.
We've got to tune ourselves into a new morality.
Make some improvement on the human race.
Rage, each time I turn around.
Rage, it tears my heart apart.
Rage, each time I see the blood.
Hey, now! sentimental feelings are just not good enough.
March on! unleash the spirit,
Rise above all fear, it's time to care.
March on! unleash the spirit,
Rise above all fear, into the light.
It's a world affair - don't waste a minute,
Let the heart decide, it's time to care.
March on! unleash the spirit,
Rise above all fear, it's time to care.

Prince - "Animal Kingdom"
I saw a friend of mine 2day
In an ad sayin' what would do my body good
I told him he was wasting time I say
If God wanted milk in me
The breast I suck would have a line around the hood
No member of the animal kingdom nurses past maturity
No member of the animal kingdom ever did a thing 2 me
It's why I don't eat red meat or white fish
Don't give me no blue cheese
We're all members of the animal kingdom
Leave your brothers and sisters in the sea
Animal, animal kingdom {x2}
Who told us we should eat the swine?
U can bet your final money it damn sure wasn't no friend of mine
What about the clams on the shore?
Souls in progress, here come the fisherman - soul no more
No member of the animal kingdom nurses past maturity
(Nurses past, oh yeah)
No member of the animal kingdom ever did a thing 2 me
(Ever did a damn thing)
So I don't eat no red meat or white fish
Or funky, funky blue cheese
We're all members of the animal kingdom
Leave your brothers and sisters in the sea
Animal, animal kingdom {x3

Pretenders - "Waste Not Want Not"
Take, take, take, takin' what you don't need
You'll get, get, gettin' what you don't need
Stand back, take a look and take heed
All the children in God's kingdom bleed
See the networks of concrete and steel
They've no mystery but what they reveal
Tells a story of a future that's void
Of the beauty and the majesty that life on
Earth is meant to be
Talk, talk, talk, talk about the government
Not a word about political favor
Everything touched is my political choice
The life you take is your political voice
The sacred cows come crashing to their knees
Golden harvest reaped without intelligence
There's no chance between the heavens and the seas
In a blood bath don't laugh grab your piece of golden calf
Waste not, want not, pick it up
Waste not, want not, pick it up
Waste not, want not, pick it up
Waste not, want not
Do unto others as you wish be done to you
There's a million lies 'round everything true
You slaughter when you feast, you disrespect the beast
Make our beds and lie there, take your share
Waste not, want not, pick it up
Waste not, want not, pick it up
Waste not, want not, pick it up
Pick it up and eat it
Waste not, want not

Paul McCartney - "Looking for changes"
I saw a cat with a machine in his brain
The man beside him said
He didn't feel any pain
I'd like to see that man take out that machine
And stick it in his own brain
You know what I mean
I saw a rabbit with it's eyes full of tears
The lab that owned her had
Been doing it for years
Why don't we make them pay for every last eye
That couldn't cry its own tears
Do you know what I mean
When I tell you that we'll all be
Looking for changes
Changes in the way we treat our fellow creatures
And we will learn how to grow
Well I tell you that we'll all be
Looking for changes
Changes in the way we treat our fellow creatures
And we will learn how to grow
When we're looking for changes
I saw a monkey that was learning to choke
A guy beside him gave him cigarettes to smoke
And every time that monkey started to cough
The bastard laughed his head off
Do you know what I mean
When I tell you that we'll all be
Looking for changes
Changes in the way we treat our fellow creatures
And we will learn how to grow
When we're looking for changes
We're looking for changes
We're looking for changes
We're looking for changes in the way we are

Nina Hagen & Lene Lovich - "Don't kill the animals"
We all want to see thru life's mysterey
The quest for knowledge is a natural activity
But science be careful -- science be kind
We can't go on pretending to be blind
Those animal experiments don't make sense
You're getting nowhere with cruelty and death
I say ignorance was some excuse
But uh-uh not now -- you see we got the proof
A-a-aanimal testing is a dangerious game
All systems are different -- we're not the same
It's a terrible risk -- so no surprise
We get wrong results -- hey what about Thalidomide
Abuse yourself of your own free will
Get hurt -- get high -- get in distress
But don't drag the animals into this mess
No more torture! The animals are free
The same with messing around with atomic energy
Hey hey doctor - reincarnation
Would you like to come back as a laboratory rat?
Here we are coiled like a sleeping snake
We got to expand out potential
Forgod's sake
If we want to avoid this endless human riot
Why don't we start by changing our diet
Life is for living -- the animals agree
If they were meant to be eaten
They'd be growing on trees
So no more torture of our furry friends
In the name of food or scientific ends
The pressure is on -- be antivivisection!
All our scientists are messing up - they don't succeed
Let the psychics tell what the spirits think we need
Our super friends from other planets want to give advice
But the money orientated business doesn't think that's nice
Come on let's educate the mutated human race
By the super power of amazing grace
The missing link of human evolution
Is sexuality - it needs a spiritual revolution
My individual god identity
Is what you've gotta meet
It's the rhythm of the beat
Don't kill the animals
Don't kill the animals
The animals are free

Jens Friebe - "Theke mit den Toten"
Du lagst wach
Du zähltest Schafe
Die ganze Nacht hast du gezählt
Bei wie viel bist du eingeschlafen
Wie viele mehr hat man für dich schon gequält?
Und musste das sein?
Es gibt Öl, es gibt Mehl
Es gibt Brot, und es gibt Wein
Doch an der Theke mit den Toten kaufst du ein
Kaufhaus ist Paradies
Schlachthaus blutiges Verließ
Doch kein Tropfen Blut fließt durch ein Herz aus Stein
Bald sind sie hier
Aliens kommen
Und dann sind wir Tiere für sie
Unser Stolz wird uns genommen
Das verzeihen wir ihnen nie
Wie kannst du dir verzeihen?
Es gibt Öl, es gibt Mehl
Es gibt Brot, und es gibt Wein
Doch kein Tropfen Blut fließt durch ein Herz aus Stein
Kaufhaus ist Paradies
Schlachthaus blutiges Verließ
Doch an der Theke mit den Toten kaufst du ein

Reinhard Mey - "Die Würde des Schweins ist unantastbar"
In einer engen Box war es,
Auf Beton, unstandesgemäß,
Daß sie die Glühbirne der Welt entdeckte.
Sie war das Ferkel Nummer vier,
Drei andre lagen über ihr.
So ein Gedränge, daß sie fast erstickte!
Schon nach zwei Wochen Säugakkord
Kam jemand und nahm Mutter fort,
Doch noch als die Erinn‘rung schon verblaßt war,
Fielen manchmal dem jungen Schwein
Der Mutter Worte wieder ein:
„Die Würde des Schweins ist unantastbar!“
Der Kerker wurde ihr Zuhaus‘.
An einem Fleck tagein, taugaus.
Und immer im eigenen Dreck rumsitzen.
Die feine Nase, der Gestank!
Sie wurde traurig, wurde krank,
Und als sie sehr krank wurde, gab es Spritzen.
Sie wurd‘ zum Decken kommandiert, –
Das hat sie niemals akzeptiert,
Daß Schweinesein nur Ferkelzucht und Mast war:
Und wenn man ihren Wille brach,
Dachte sie dran, die Mutter sprach:
„Die Würde des Schweins ist unantastbar!“
Dann fuhr der Viehtransporter vor,
Man packte sie an Schwanz und Ohr
Zusammen mit ihren Leidensgenossen.
Die zitterten und quiekten bang
Und fuhr‘n und standen stundenlang,
Viel enger noch als üblich eingeschlossen.
Das Schwein ist schlau, so ahnt es schon
Die tragische Situation.
Sie wußte, daß dies ihre letzte Rast war.
Sie hat den Schlachthof gleich erkannt,
Und sie ging ohne Widerstand.
Die Würde des Schweins ist unantastbar!
Sie hat den Himmel nie gesehn,
Durft‘ nie auf einer Weide stehn,
Hat nie auf trockenem, frischem Stroh gesessen.
Sie hat sich nie im Schlamm gesuhlt,
Freudig gepaart und eingekuhlt –
Wie könnte ich dies Häufchen Elend essen?
Die Speisekarte in der Hand
Seh‘ ich über den Tellerrand
Und kann die Bilder wohl nie vergessen.
Ich möchte nicht, du armes Schwein,
An deinem Leid mitschuldig sein,
Weil ich in diesem Restaurant zu Gast war.
Und ich bestell‘ von nun an wohl
Den überback‘nen Blumenkohl.
Die Würde des Schweins ist unantastbar!

Propagandhi - "Nailing Descartes to the wall (liquid) meat is still murder"
I speak outside what is recognized as the border
between "reason" and "insanity".
But I consider it a measure of my humanity to be written off
by the living graves of a billion murdered lives.
And I'm not ashamed of my recurring dreams
about me and a gun and a different species
of carnage strewn about the stockyards, the factories and farms.
Still I know as well as anyone that it does less good
than harm to be this honest with a conscience eased by lies.
But you cannot deny that meat is still murder.
Dairy is still rape.
And I'm still as stupid as anyone, but I know my mistakes.
I have recognized one form of oppression, now I recognize the rest.
And life's too short to make another's shorter.

MDC - "Real Food, Real People, Real Bullets"
Aww yeah, Yo this ones for my homies at mcdonalds. Yo listen up, check it.
I'm not here to convince you and I'm not gonna preach,
but if you keep eating meat I'm just gonna reach for the gat,
And take you out right now because you're not just killing a pig or a cow
you're fucking me up to, now what am I supposed to do
stand idly by while you do what you do
You're ruing the world with your addiction
to dead animals, I will bust non-fiction
For example 25 gallons of H20 makes a pound of wheat, but did you know it takes
100 times that much to make a pound of beef, so from our water shortage we get no relief
when over half of the water goes to produce meat and cattle eat up all the grain that we could eat.
But we don't 'cause we won't understand the demand to make better use of our food and our land.
90% of our corn and oats feed livestock that's why I hope that you're listening.
yeah I said I wouldn't preach, well I lied. Alright who cares what you eat.
I just want you to know while you're getting fat on your burgers, I'm gonna go get the gat.
I'm gonna get the gat because it makes a lot of sense, it's not a personal thing
it's just self defense
you're not taking me out with your destructive diet
I'm gonna draw the gat on you just like Wyatt Earp.
Yeah, Earp that's the sound that you make when you burp after you eat up a big thick steak
You know to think of it I'll be helping you out when I end your life quick cause without a doubt
You'll be dying much slower from colon cancer, but hey that's your decision.
I'll wait for your answer.
Oops, sorry times up, take that,
between cancer and a gun I'll take the gat.
It's not only quicker it's less expensive
the cost of chemotherapy is most extensive
but who pays for it? me that's who, when my health insurance costs go through the roof
Cancers not the only choice if you please, you can have liver kidney and heart disease
Ulcers, constipation, salmonellosis, hypoglycemia, multiple sclerosis
yes these diseases are funky and fresh
and all can be yours when you eat dead flesh
Rolling rolling rolling, tumors in your colon, blood pressure is growing RAW HIDE
and just think of the homies who've died
so as a courtesy to you and for your own protection
and before your body's riddled with mass infection and
before you die of causes that you think are natural G,
I'm gonna go get the gat.
Yeah I hear you, I've heard it all before
"You can't tell me what to buy in the store
I'm sick of you bitching about what's in my kitchen
I find that liberal bullshit your picking."
Yo shut up, listen up you fuck up, I'm fed up,
Yeah, I used to eat meat, but I beat that deceit
And the the crap of the trap of the wrap of the food that's not food
and I'll be rude and crude cause that's my mood
and my voice and my choice and my rhyme this time,
yeah I mind that you're so damn blind
that your eating from the wrong link of the food chain
And I didn't even mention yet about the pain
that the animals live in before they are given the bullet or the mallet
to satisfy your pallet
but before it gets to you, there's some things they do
like chemicals and dyes and nice happy lies
like "meat is part of the four food groups"
if you've study nutrition you know you've been dooped

you get better protein from soy beans
with a third of fat now what cha think about that
When you look at the vitamins and compare the price
you're much better off eating beans and rice
but let me reiterate my own position
I'm a god damn drunk I don't care about nutrition
so just think about what I have said
then make up your own mind in your head
and throw away your meat or give it your cat
but if not that's ok
I'm gonna go get the gat.

Extreme Noise Terror - "Murder"
450 millions animal are murdered in Britain every year
To be shoved down your throat and shat out of your arse
Murdaaaargh
450 millions animal are murdered in Britain every year
To be shoved down your throat and shat out of your arse
Animals to be killed for pleasure
Murdered at the consumers leisure
Slaughtered for meat in their fucking abattoirs
Murdaaaargh
Pneumatic bolt shot deep in the head
Splittering bones and gushing blood
Yet you still support this insane slaughter
Brainwashing adverts on T.V.
Cover up the reality and never shown the pain and torture

Napalm Death - "Food Chains"
Artificial for these strictly conscious times
Organic prosthesis with a view to paying in kind
To ease the guilt of scores of undignified ends
Strung up, disemboweled right out of the pen
So unbeknowing in their anonymity
'Cause when you're marked for death
Ears switch off to the screams
Primal urges, blindly cull, tear and chew
Remember, don't scorn what God gave to you
God gave to you
Reverting, technologically advanced
Yet bloodily we regress
Reversal, looking forward to
A pressure bolt through the head?
Numbness, second only to dumbness
Sure, they don't feel a thing
Travesty, communication block
Ensures no further usage
Travesty
Travesty
Travesty

Earth Crisis - "New Ethics"
This is the new ethic.
Animals' lives are their own and must be given respect.
Reject the anthropocentric
falsehood that maintains the oppressive hierarchy of mankind
over the animals. It's time to set them free. Their lives
reduced to biomachines in the factory, farm and laboratory.
Dairy, eggs and meat, fur, suede, wool, leather are the end
products of torture, confinement and murder.
I abjure their use out of reverence for all innocent life.
Wildlifes' right to
live in peace in their natural environment
without this civilization's interference can no longer be denied.
Must no longer be denied.
To make a civilization worthy of the word civilized the cruelty must end,
starting within or own lives. Reject the
anthropocentric falsehood that maintains the oppressive hierarchy
of mankind over the animals. It's time to set them free.
Veganism is the essence of compassion and peaceful living.
The animals are not ours to abuse or dominate. I abjure their use
out of reverence ... I abjure their use out of reverence ...
I abjure their use out of reverence for all innocent life.

Shelter - "Civilized Man"
There's a war in the day no peace at night
There's blood on the hands of man yet we don't symathize
The meateater kills the cows they just depersonalize to justify
Their own lust as the helpless die
And it's ironic how we cry for world peace
But the violence won't decrease unless our murders cease
So understand in the slaughter-house who's the beast
And I demand that the innocent be released
Well I've tried the best I can
I've tried to understand
Civilized man so-called civilized man
Yes I've tried the best I can
But who can understand
Civilized man?
Guilt free so-called morality
Fallacy
The 4 foods group just western medicine quackery
(meat would be) $35 a pound but our taxes subsidize
As 35 million starve as we gormandize
The grains that could feed the world go to their industry
To fatten up the catle for death and I protest
Rain forests once here kiss goodbye the biosphere ozone nightmare
Just see the people don't even care!
Guilt free we overlooked the blood and brutality
And the tv propaganda covers heinous reality
A plea to the people of this land to do
What they can with hope for a civilized man

Silverchair - "Spawn Again"
Death becomes clearer through bloodshot eyes
As a death from old age becomes nearer
Why can't the livestock be free
When trading soldiers for steak
Learn to evolve with the new transition
To act upon a hypocritical vision
Discard the old and in with the new
Discard the old and in with the fashion
Learn to evolve with the new transition
To act upon a hypocritical vision
Learn to evolve, learn to, learn to evolve
Who is the bad guy for iron
Require mince these are the facts
So eat what you murder
This is animal liberation
Eight billion killed for human pleasure
Bring on the ape farm
Demolish the monkeys
Drink up, drink up
Look down on junkies
A new hypocritical look and ambition
The time has come
To make the decision you...
Drink up, drink up, look down
I'll hold it back, I'll hold it back
Discard the old, in with the fashion
Death becomes clearer through bloodshot eyes
Death becomes clearer through bloodshot eyes

Good Clean Fun - "Beat The Meat"
You sit and face your final meal, you'll be the first to blink
A reminder that you're still alive
Frightened of this thing you feel but still you start to think
What price for you to survive?
Join us! We need all the help we can get
Together! We'll hedge our karmic bets
Join us! Self-righteousness is fun
Together! We'll convert everyone
It's time we all saw the truth
I can't believe we've come so far, there's so much more to go
And it looks like things are up to us
It doesn't matter where you are, it only matters what you know
It's time we said enough's enough
Speaking for a species that can't speak
I'm talking about the slaughter of the innocent and the weak
I call it a crime and now it's time to make a change
You know we're ready to rearrange
I'm on one mission, to kill an old tradition
Make a meat-eater like a black and white television
It's time to take the dying out of what we eat
So get out of your seat
Because it's time to beat the meat

Youth Of Today - "No More"
Meat eating flesh eating think about it
So callous to this crime we commit
Always stuffing our face with no sympathy
What a selfish, hardened society so
No More
Just looking out for myself
When the price paid is the life of something else,
No More
I won't participate
We've got the power we've got the might
To take whatever is in sight
Not even worried, it's an unfair fight
Well we've got a heart to tell us what's right
Our numbers are doubling in 88
'Cause the people are starting to educate
Themselves their friends and their families
And we'll have a more conscious society

Cattle Decapitation - "Lips And Assholes"
There are corners of this world that should not be explored
There are needles hidden in the candy
It all starts with a life
Transformed by a knife
Into food not fit for dogs
Ignorance is death
And in this life you've been victimized
Your American mind
Materialized
We get what we want, when we want it
Consumer's head becomes trash receptacle
Cycle of human spawned hell defecating back into it's face
You're as unclean as the meat in your bowels
Picked up off the floor and brushed off
To find a home in your intestinal tract
All your life you never knew what went into the meat
As good as any roadkill you'll find in the street
They made that shit from discarded bits of snouts and lips
Rat feces swept from the rafters now food in the hereafter
Ah, your ignorance astounds me
No rhyme, no reason, no boundary to how insane we have become
The juice off the floor becomes an additive
A waste bin of gore thrown in for shits and giggles
Helpless heap at the mercy of some freak
Some fuck in charge of decontaminating the meat
Who wipes his ass without washing his hands,you must understand
That everyday you ingest some sort of disease
You did not kill it
You did not clean it
You'd probably fuck it if you couldn't eat it
Sick, depraved everyday human
Stupid consumer with faith in humanity
Led without a fight straight to the grave
Birth, agony, death
Defiled, processed, packaged
Scanned, purchased, prepared
Eaten, digested feces

Seven Generations - "Ritual"
Horror in the eyes of a gentle being
As the butchers blade approaches to end a life of torment
Skin is torn, a final cry in anguish
All that oculd have been fades as a tortured heart beats for the last time
A living creature that could have been loved and felt love in return
Confined to a waking nightmare of loneliness, abuse and brutality
Deprived of freedom, surrounded by filth and knowing nothing but pain
A tragic, hopeless existence doomed to end in a violent death
Sacrificed by compassionless hands on the bloody alters of
Convenience, apatrhy and greed
Mutilated, carved limb from limb into a lifeless pile of flesh
To satisfy the urge to dine on the dead
A systematic atrocty of domination and destruction
Creating famine, pestilence and suffering
An endless slaughter perpetuated by emrciless killers devoid of
any reverence
With no justificatin beyond might makes right
And there is not one second of this inhumanity that is righteous, necessary or excusable. Every single
instance, every animal murdered in terror is an act of cruelty without beauty and a death for no reason.
Every meal that comes at the price of a life is complicity in a holocaust that is beyond comparison
and the cold, callous, thoughtless continuation of a vicious ritual of bloodlust
A ritual of bloodlust

Heaven Shall Burn - "Voice Of The Voiceless"
See them die!
They Die!
A rain of blood should cover our world
Stench and decay should be the only thing we sense
But hidden in the dark and erased from our heads
Barbarity and slaughter are everywhere
A contemptible ethic, a relict
For the weakest of the weak
For the lowest of the low
My voice for the voiceless
My fists for the innocent
Voice of the Voiceless
Voice of the Voiceless
On the edge of a new age this is still our dogma
No grave for millions - tortured creatures,
For the weakest of the weak
For the lowest of the low
My voice for the voiceless
My fists for the innocent
But a common grave for our morals
This slaughter - an ethic I deny
See them die!
They Die!
An archaic way of thinking, so monstrous and absurd
For the weakest of the weak
For the lowest of the low
My voice for the voiceless
My fists for the innocent

NoFX - "Vegetarian Mumbo Jumbo"
I don't want tofu,
I'd rather have a mouthful of beef stew,
I don't want to be vegetarian,
Why eat beans when you can have steak instead?
I don't feel bad about,
Eating something that's dead,
So why should I be sad,
For cows getting hit in the head?
So I like eating fish,
Tell me what's wrong with this,
How can you blame me,
For eating chicken of the sea?
Don't waste your breath yelling at me,
About animal rights,
And how they should be free,
It's survival of the fittest,
And we're winning.
I don't feel bad about,
Eating something thats dead,
So why should I be sad,
For chickens being force fed,
So I like eating fish,
Tell me what's wrong with this,
How can you blame me,
For eating chicken of the sea?

